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United States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Attention: Document Control Desk
Washington, D.C. 20555

Subject: James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-333
Inspection No. 88-01

Gentlemen:

Iri accordance with the provisions of 10 CFR 2.201, we are submitting our
response to Appendix A. Notice of Violation, transmitted by your letter
dated March 29, 1988. This refers to the inspection conducted by the
Resident Inspector, Mr. A. Luptak on January 12, 1988 to March 7, 1988,
at the James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant.

Notice of Violation

As a result of the inspection conducted January 12, 1988 to March 7,
1988, and in accordance with the General Statement of Policy and
Procedure for Enforcement Actions (Enforcement Policy), 10 CFR 2,
Appendix C, the following violation was identified:

Technical Specification 6.8(A) requires that written procedures and
administrative policies be implemented that meet or exceed the
requirements and recommendations of section 5, "Facility
Administrative Policies and Procedure," of ANSI N18.7-1972. ANSI
N18.7-1972, section 5 requires procedures to be provided for
control of equipment to avoid unauthorized operation of equipment.

Operating Procedure 13 Residual Heat Removal System, Rev. 39,
dated January 20, 1988, and Surveillance Test 40G, Locked Valve
Surveillance Test requires 10-RHR-81A, (Low Pressure Coolant
Injection Manual Isolation Valve) to be locked open.

Contrary to the above, on January 23, 1988, during a reactor
startup, 10-RHR-81A was open; however, it was not locked in that
the valve handwheel was lying beneath the valve with the chain and
lock hanging from a railing.

This is Severity Level V Violation (Supplement I).
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Response to Notice of Violation

The Authority agrees with the finding specified in the violation. As
discussed in Inspection Report 88-01 dated March 29, 1988, the Resident
Inspector found the handwheel for 10-RHR-81A, Low Pressure Coolant
Injection Manual Isolution Valve, on the grating beneath the valve with
the lock and chain, used to secure the valve, hanging through the valve
yoke and over the railing. The inspector notified the Shift Supervisor
of this condition. A Work Request was written and the handwheel was
repaired by installation of a handwheel retainer. The repair to the
valve handwheel were completed the same day.

A critique was conducted to determine how the valve became unlocked and
how the handwheel came off the valve. 10-RHR-81A was closed during the
outage, as part of a protective tag out, in preparation for maintenance
on the "A" Residual Heat Removal System. The operator that initially
closed the valve recalled that the handwheel had spun freely and that
the valve did not turn. After pushing in slightly on the handwheel the
valve operated with no further trouble. The operator did not submit a
Work Request or report the initial problem with the valve. The
protective tag out was released the next day. The restoration position
did not state the valve should be locked open, but only es11ed for
10-RHR-81A to be open. The first operator to begin re-opening the valve
also remembers having to push in the handwheel to operate the valve.
Again the deficiency was not documented; that is, no Work Request was
written to repair the loose handwheel. One of the two operators who
re-opened 10-RHR-81A stated during the critique he remembered locking
the valve in the open position, but several days later stated he now
could not recall if the chain and lock had been placed on 10-RHR-81A.
The other operator did not remember if the lock had been placed on the
valve.

Discussions with several operators indicated that some locks,
particularly valves in a harsh environment such as the drywell due to
lubrication breakdown or the formation of a corrosive film, appear to be
locked when actually the locking mechanism is not engaged. This can be
detected by tugging on the padlock to ensure the padlock is fully
locked.

The day after the tag out was cleared, the "A" RHR System was placed in
the Shutdown Cooling Mode of operation. It appears that the vibration
created when placing "A" RHR in shutdown cooling caused the handwheel to
fall off the valve. The weight of the handwheel could have caused the
padlock to unlatch. This sequence could have resulted in the chain and
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| padlock remaining hung through the yoke ar.d over the railing and the
|

handwheel falling to the grating below the valve. The other possibility
|

1s that the valve was opened in accordance with the tag restoration
'

sheet and not locked open.
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The following corrective actions'will be performed to ensure a similar
event will not teke place:

1. The Locked Valve Surveillance Test (F-ST-40G) frequency will be
changed to require performing this surveillance prior to start-up
in addition to the monthly frequency presently in use. This will
alsc be added to the pre-start-up checklist.

2. Plant operators have been informed of this event and the need to
perform the following actions have been stressed:

a. . Valves which are required to be locked in position must be
stated on protective tag restoration sheets.

b. Any deficiency discovered with valve operators should be
identified with a Work Request.

c. Ensure padlocks used for locked valves are latched by tugging
on padlock to verify positive latch of padlock,

d. Second verification of valve position, including locked valve
verification, is required to be performed by an independent
ce d person.
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. Converse
Resident Manager
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